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Abstract—Botmasters are known to use different protocols to hide their activities. Throughout the past few years, several protocols have been abused, and recently Domain Name System (DNS) also became a target of such malicious activities. In this paper, we study the use of DNS as a malicious payload distribution channel. We present a system to analyze the resource record activities of domain names and build DNS zone profiles to detect payload distribution channels. Our work is based on an extensive analysis of malware datasets for one year, and a near real-time feed of passive DNS traffic. The experimental results reveal a few previously unreported long-running hidden domains used by the Morto worm for distributing malicious payloads. Our experiments on passive DNS traffic indicate that our system can detect these channels regardless of the payload format.

I. INTRODUCTION

A common approach to bypass network defense borders is tunneling the communication through existing protocols. Such tunneling can effectively defeat traditional firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDSs). Botmasters often prefer tunneling to keep their communications under the radar. In the early days of botnets, botmasters mostly used Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels to operate and control their activities [11]. The advancement of newer protocols such as HTTP and P2P largely outdated the use of IRC channels [3], [9], [19]. As a natural extension to exploiting common protocols for tunneling, DNS comes into play due to its wide availability. DNS is a query and response protocol, which responds to each query with corresponding pre-defined resource record. The simple but robust architecture of DNS attracts botnets to abuse the system for different malicious activities [2], [5], [6], [7].

Botmasters take advantage of DNS tunneling to conduct malicious activities such as command and control (C&C) or payload distribution. In payload distribution channels, for instance, botmasters use DNS query and response packets to carry out malicious instructions and payload updates to individual bots. Recently, few malware families such as Morto [16], Katusha [19], and Feederbot [7], have been identified as using the DNS protocol to hide their communications.

Compared to other protocols, the inherent nature of DNS renders the protocol quite inefficient as a payload distribution channel [24]. On the other hand, DNS is widely available, which explains the recent exploitation of DNS as an attack channel despite the narrow transmission bandwidth. However, DNS abuse by malware has not been comprehensively studied so far, as compared to P2P botnets [9], and previous work on DNS abuse mainly focused on specific malware families (e.g., [7]).

In this paper, we propose a detection mechanism for DNS payload distribution channels by leveraging some features of DNS to distinguish between malicious and non-malicious domains. We use this mechanism to analyze a significant amount of DNS traffic in order to understand the extent of DNS abuses in the wild. We detect a few previously unknown long-lasting malware domains and different types of payload distribution channels. This result is significant, considering the fact that DNS payload distribution channels are still exploited relatively rarely. Our proposed technique, which is based on access counts of resource records, shows promising results regardless of the syntax formats of payload distribution channels.

Our contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- Detection of payload distribution channels using passive DNS traffic. We propose a method to detect payload distribution channels based on access counts of resource records.
- Evaluation of the proposed method with near real-time passive DNS traffic for a 30-day period.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background on payload distribution through DNS. Related work is reviewed in Section III. Our system is described in Section IV. Section V explains our datasets and Section VI demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposal via an experiment on near real-time traffic. We discuss the limitations of our work in Section VII, and Section VIII provides the concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce payload distribution channels in DNS. Then, we discuss the use of these channels both for legitimate and malicious purposes. Finally, passive DNS is briefly explained.

A. Payload Distribution via DNS Hierarchy

Recently, DNS has become a target to distribute malicious payloads for two main reasons. First, DNS traffic is often allowed to pass without inspection in corporate networks as it is considered to be a core element of Internet activities. Second, the DNS protocol includes some fields that are defined to be more flexible for future usages of the protocol. Malicious payloads can be stored in different resource records (e.g., TXT, or CNAME). However, the TXT resource records are a more
viable option compared to CNAME resource records, because CNAME is less flexible as it requires the domain name syntax. The payload data can be cached in DNS resolvers, and they can be accessed even if command and control servers are down. RFC 1464 paved the way for payload distribution by opening the possibility of storing arbitrary information within DNS messages [23]. In particular, it is recommended in RFC 1464 to store key-value pairs to pass only some operational data between servers. The feasibility of using DNS resource records to distribute payload has been proven by the DNS tunneling technique, which shows that DNS can be used for transmitting any type of information after simple encoding operations.

B. Existing Uses of Payload Distribution

The DNS protocol is not intended to be used as a payload distribution mechanism. However, there are very limited number of legitimate uses that are introduced by some organizations to channel parts of their operational data through DNS.

**Legitimate Uses:** In 2007, Trend-Micro Inc. proposed a method to distribute malicious code signature updates through the DNS protocol [13]. The intention of this technique is to feed antivirus client software with signature updates through DNS, as an alternative update mechanism. The signature updates are divided into several chunks, which can be identified by an index number. These pieces are encoded with Base64, and assigned to the zone file as TXT resource records of a specific domain name. When the client needs an update of a malicious code signature, it sends a query with an index number of the signature in the sub-domain label. Then the server responds with the corresponding anti-virus signature in TXT records. In general, each signature update can span over many TXT records, which makes the client generate many queries to retrieve the whole update. Finally, the client combines all TXT records to form the actual update.

In 2009, Devicescape Software Inc. introduced a system for public hotspot authentication systems for mobile devices [8]. In their model, there are public WiFi hotspots, which are placed across many places such as coffee shops and restaurants. The authentication system for these hotspots is managed through a central server. The DNS protocol is used as a channel to transfer authentication parameters between mobile devices and a credential server. The client prepares a DNS query, which consists of six sub-domain labels to carry different parameters, e.g., the MAC address of the client’s machine. When the name server receives the query, it forwards the parameters embedded in these labels to the back-end credential server. Based on the parameters, the credential server prepares the corresponding credentials to be transported back to the client. Finally, the client verifies the response and then submits it to the authentication server in the local hotspot network.

**Malicious Uses:** The crucial component of any malicious network is the control and communication method within the network. In 2011, Dietrich et al. [7] reverse engineered the Feederbot botnet that used DNS as a command and control channel. Another example of the abuse of the DNS protocol is the Morto worm, which uses DNS TXT records to transmit an encrypted URL to the real attack payload [16].

C. Passive DNS

Passive DNS is a technique to replicate DNS activities in order to investigate the DNS traffic in near real-time. The inconsistency between A and PTR records [25], which is caused by dynamic IP addresses, requires a technique to track changes in resource records. Therefore, passive DNS is introduced to establish a real-time replication mechanism [25]. It is designed to be deployed on a local DNS resolver to observe the DNS traffic.

III. RELATED WORK

The use of DNS as a payload distribution channel is relatively new and research activities on this topic are somewhat limited. Existing studies are scattered, they can be roughly grouped under three categories: detection of malicious channels in DNS, feasibility of using DNS in malicious activities, detection of DNS tunnels, and using DNS traffic for detecting other malicious activities.

**Feasibility of using DNS for Malicious Activities:** Xu et al. [27] introduce a resilient mechanism for bots to create covert channels through DNS for command and control communications. They design a stealthy C&C that supports two different modes. The *codeword mode* creates a uni-directional communication channel that pulls the attack payload. The *tunneled mode* creates a bi-directional communication channel between bots and the command and control server. In fact, their proposed methods are already used by some malware families such as Feederbot and Morto [7], [16]. Similarly, Raman et al. [21] propose a network penetration technique that uses DNS tunneling to infiltrate the attack payload. Their technique is based on establishing a tunnel by exploiting a software on the host machine. The exploit code sends DNS queries to receive the real attack payload. There are several studies on building a covert channel using DNS query and response packets [4], [14], [18], [24]. In these studies, the authors discuss the possibility of sending and receiving data through DNS query response packets, and provide performance results for existing DNS tunneling tools.

**Malicious Channels in DNS Protocol:** Dietrich et al. [7] are the first to discuss the existence of botnets that tunnel command and control channels through DNS. They discovered a malware family (Feederbot) that exfiltrates data within DNS query sub-domain labels, and infiltrates attack payloads in DNS response packets. Their detection method introduces the extraction of several features from response data. While their work shows promising results, it is limited to the detection of DNS tunnels with an extensive traffic for command and control channels. Other malware families are using more resilient methods for receiving the attack payloads through DNS by combining DNS with other protocols [16]. Also, their work focuses on the assumption that there is a certain volume of traffic while some families use DNS to receive a very limited amount of payload such as the Morto family [16]. Also, the solution relies on the fact that the channel data is always encoded. However, malware might not receive Base32 or Base64 encoded payload, rather clear text.

**Detection of DNS Tunnels:** There are some proposed methods for detecting DNS tunnels within a network using the n-gram analysis [10], [20]. The proposed methods present promising
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results in terms of detecting DNS tunnels. However, malicious payload distribution channels often do not have extensive upstream data; thus they do not show this characteristic feature of DNS tunnels. Therefore, any string based analysis on queries might not reveal enough differences between regular and malicious queries to detect these channels.

IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Our system monitors DNS queries and responses in passive DNS and detects payload distribution channels established within DNS messages. As shown in Figure 1, the system consists of one main module, which we label as the payload distribution detection module. Initially, the system pre-processes the passive DNS traffic by extracting DNS messages that have TXT resource record activities, and then divides the captured DNS traffic stream into epochs (e.g., epoch = 1 day). For each epoch, it aggregates the DNS query and response messages of a given domain name to be added to the domain-based queue. In parallel, the passive DNS traffic is also stored in a passive DNS database which collects historical data about DNS messages for off-line analysis. After the pre-processing phase, the collected messages are fed to the payload distribution detection module, which identifies the payload distribution channels. In the following section, we provide details on the detection module.

Each DNS message has a domain name \( d \) that consists of a set of labels. The rightmost label is called the top-level domain, the two rightmost labels are called second-level domain, and the rest of the labels are referred in the same manner. The services provided by these labels are represented in a zone file and stored in the corresponding authoritative name server. Name servers are capable of handling any DNS query and returning the corresponding responses, which are taken from the zone file of each domain name. As name servers are the key players in DNS, malicious networks must have access to a name server for managing the payload distribution. When a name server is appointed to be the authoritative name server for a malicious domain name, botmasters prepare the zone file of the domain to store all attack payloads to be delivered via DNS. Since DNS zone files reflect the provided services of domain names, we decided to observe DNS zone files to analyze domain names behavior.

DNS Zone Analysis: First, we analyze the behavior of domain names by observing DNS zone activities in the passive DNS traffic. Within the zone file of each domain name, there are different types of resource records. Each resource record indicates specific services or operations associated with the domain name. An important feature of the passive DNS database is the aggregation of how many times each record has been requested, called access count. Our intuition is that, domain names which are solely used for payload distribution, show different behavior compared to regular domains. Regular domains receive queries for different resource records. On the other hand, malicious domain names, which are mostly used for payload distribution through DNS, are only accessed to receive attack payloads. Therefore, botmasters only focus on using specific resource records that are known to be used in payload distribution channels such as TXT records. Moreover, these domains do not heavily use the resource records that are normally used by regular domain names, such as A, AAAA, and MX resource records. Thus, by observing the resource records and their access counts, we can profile the DNS zone activities of a domain name.

Extraction of DNS Zones: In payload distribution channels through DNS, name servers are considered as the payload distributors. Since domain names can have multiple zones, we must recognize the responsible zones that are associated with payload distribution.

Since a domain might have multiple labels that point to different zones, the system traverses the labels from second-level to the left-most label. For each label, the NS resource record is requested to see whether that label is a zone or not. If a sub-domain label has an NS record, it is a zone under that second-level domain. In the next step, the system profiles DNS zone activities of this zone.

Profiling of DNS Zones: Understanding whether a zone is used for payload distribution purposes can be achieved by analyzing its resource record activities. These activities can be calculated as a function of access counts. By using the passive DNS database, we extract all accessed resource records and their access counts. The passive DNS is built in a way such that it counts the accesses to each resource record for a certain period.

Let \( R = \{ A, NS, CNAME, \ldots, TXT \} \) be the set of all resource record types that can be defined in a DNS zone file, and \( P = \{ p \mid p \in R \setminus \{NS, CNAME\} \} \) is the set of all the resource record types that are commonly used by payload distribution channels. Since the TXT resource record is known to be the most suitable for payload distribution, we define a set \( T = \{ r_{TXT} \mid r_{TXT} \text{ is a TXT record} \} \) that holds any TXT record in a given zone.

For every resource record type from sets \( P \) and \( T \), the corresponding \( ac_P \) and \( ac_T \) are retrieved from the passive DNS database. Then, these access counts are aggregated to determine \( \mu \) as follows:

\[
\mu = \frac{\sum ac_P}{\sum ac_T}
\]  

(1)

From Equation 1, \( \mu \) reflects the relation between the access ratios of \( T \) and \( P \) records and thus acts as an indicator of payload distribution activities. Payload distribution channels receive a significant access counts from \( T \), which results in larger \( \mu \) values. However, non-payload distribution channels receive more access counts on the resource records from \( P \), and hence result in smaller \( \mu \) values.

Filtration Steps: There are some legitimate cases that can behave as payload distribution channels. In fact, there are specifications that are using TXT records to apply some
security measure for mail servers such as SPF [26], DKIM [1], IKE [22], and DNSBL [12]. Since these specifications are designed for mail servers, a DNS zone file should reflect the existence of MX resource records. These legitimate services can be recognized using two different filtration steps: specifications recognition (i.e., SPF, DKIM, IKE, or DNSBL), and MX resource record activity. The first filtration process takes each domain, and selects the most accessed TXT resource record using the passive DNS database. Then, we apply a regular expression in the TXT record based on the defined syntax of specifications [1], [26], [22], [12] to determine any possible specification string (e.g., SPF). When a TXT record data matches any defined specifications, we consider the domain name as non-payload distribution channel. In the second filtration step, we investigate the activities of MX resource records. When a domain name is associated with MX resource record activities, it is considered as non-payload distribution channel.

V. DATASETS

We utilize three datasets to evaluate our system: a near real-time passive DNS traffic, a passive DNS database, and a malware database.

Passive DNS Traffic: We evaluate the system using a one-month passive DNS dataset, which spans between March 19, 2013 and April 19, 2013. We only process the packets with TXT responses. According to the system logs, the total number of packets processed by our system is around 40 million packets with an average of about 1.3 million packets daily (Table I).

Passive DNS Database: Our system also builds a passive DNS database which stores all the data coming from the passive DNS traffic. This database contains the last three-year period of the passive DNS traffic.

Malware Database: We observe malware samples provided by a major security vendor over one-year period. We receive the malware feed on a daily basis and then analyze each sample in a sandbox to generate dynamic behavioral analysis reports. In our analysis, we just consider malware samples that conduct activities using the TXT resource record. Table I shows some of the statistics about the malware feed recorded between January 2012 and December 2012.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we report the results of our experiments that we perform to test the effectiveness of our system for detecting payload distribution channels in passive DNS dataset. We begin by demonstrating the results of the DNS zone analysis module using the passive DNS dataset. Then, we elaborate on the long-running hidden domains used by the Morto worm to distribute attack payloads. Finally, we conclude the section by showing that, on contrary to the common wisdom (e.g., [16]), some of the attack payloads are in clear-text without any encoding or encryption. This indicates that our system can detect these channels regardless of the syntax of the distributed data.

During our experiments, we processed domain names that are accessed for TXT records in a time-based window; we set the window to be one day. When the window expires, the packets are fed to the DNS zone analysis module, to build the DNS zone profile for each zone for detecting payload distribution channels.

DNS Zone Analysis: When the query and response messages of domains are captured, they are inspected by the DNS zone analysis module. The access counts of each resource record are gathered from the passive DNS database. Equation 1 determines the $\mu$ values of each domain based on the access counts. During our experiments on the passive DNS traffic, we have captured 2707 domains that have TXT resource record activities. Figure 2 shows the distribution of domain names with different $\mu$ values. According to Equation 1, the bigger $\mu$ value is the more a domain name is involved in payload distribution.

In Table II, we show the number of detected domain names during the 30-day period and the effect of each filtration mechanism. The number of detected domains is 2707 before any filtration is applied. However, some of these domains might be mainly accessed to receive specifications related data in TXT records. Applying both filtration mechanism reduces the number of domains to 37.

To validate the effectiveness of the filtration process, we observe our malware dataset and passive DNS database to investigate the difference between payload distribution channels and regular domains. As regular domains, we use the top 500 domains from Alexa top sites. By using our one-year malware dataset, we extract malware domains, which are

### Table I: Dataset statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive DNS</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>30 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DNS messages</td>
<td>$\geq$ 20 Billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TXT records</td>
<td>$\geq$ 40 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive DNS Database</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>3-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware database</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>1-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of samples</td>
<td>$\geq$ 15 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of samples with TXT activities</td>
<td>$\geq$ 18 Thousand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II: Statistics of detected domains within 30-day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of observed domains</td>
<td>2707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains with MX records</td>
<td>2506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains follow known Specifications</td>
<td>2613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains remained after applying both filtrations</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2: Distribution of rating values of the detected 2707 domains.](image-url)
used for payload distribution. We retrieve the access counts for all resource records of each domain from regular and malware domains. These access counts are a good measure to understand the individual resource record activities of any given domain. In Figure 3, the distribution of the access counts for these resource records is given. Domains from Alexa receive DNS queries for different resource records. The reason for this can be attributed to the fact that these domains utilize DNS for enabling access to different services. On the contrary, malware domains receive an extensive number of DNS queries for TXT records. These records are used to distribute the payload as it is the most suitable resource record type within the protocol. We also investigate the access to the CNAME records in malware domains. They are used to redirect queries between malicious domains as botmasters maintain a network of malicious payload distribution channels. On the other side, malicious domains are not associated with any MX resource records, which support the second filtration process.

The Resilient Morto Domains: Morto is a malware family that targets the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) to gain access to host machines. It is one of the malware families that use DNS as a payload distribution channel [16]. By utilizing the passive DNS database, we detected domains that are used by the Morto family for more than 18 months with an average to TXT records over four million times. Past work [16] has revealed that Morto receives a Base64 encoded or encrypted URL, which points to the second payload. We noticed that Morto domains also distribute IP addresses in clear-text inside TXT records. A reverse lookup to one of these IPs in passive DNS database reveals that it is shared with other malicious domains. As mentioned in Section VI, the malware authors also link different domains to each other through CNAME records to maintain a malicious network.

In Table III, we summarize our results with DNS message samples and average µ values. After applying both filtrations, we are left with a few domains per day. Therefore we could investigate their traffic manually. The manual investigation resulted in 16 domain names that are used as payload distribution channels. The remaining domains are used for transmitting some domain specific data in TXT records.

VII. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

During our observation of the malware dataset, we find domain names that are used for payload distribution channels. These malware samples use different methods to retrieve the malicious content as discussed in Section II-B. One of the interesting ways is that they use indexed queries to receive attack payload in multiple response packets. Due to the size restriction on TXT resource records, the payload is chunked into parts and each part is placed in another TXT record. Bots start querying this series of packets in a sequential manner until the last packet is received. Some of these payloads are chunked up to thousand of packets. Surprisingly, this method is very similar to the patent from Trend Micro [13]. However, our results showed that this method is not seen in our passive DNS dataset. There are two possible interpretations of not observing this behavior in our recent dataset. First, botmasters realize the significant exposure of using this mechanism, which generates a large number of messages, and then decide to stop using it. Second, these domain names are directly resolved by their own name servers or other open resolvers, which are not captured by passive DNS sensors.

The closest work to our proposed solution is the detection of DNS traffic of a specific malware family by applying features that are based on previously seen malicious traffic syntax [7]. Our solution uses another approach by investigating the DNS zone activities of malicious domains. Even if malware changes the message syntax, the use of DNS remains the same. Our method detects the malicious traffic regardless of the syntax and malware family.

The proposed solution can be used in real-time scenarios where there is an access to the DNS zone activities of domains. For example, it can be used by a domain name registrar to detect registered domains that are used for payload distribution. In this case, the system can be deployed on the authoritative...
name servers of the registrar so it can observe the zone activities of domains.

Finally, limitations of our current design include the following. First, there are domain names that use TXT resource records for legitimate services along with other activities. Malware can play the same role by operating different services on the same domain name. When a domain is used for different malicious activities (i.e., spam, phishing) as well as for payload distribution, then it will be accessed for different resource records, e.g., a record for phishing scam websites. Since our system uses the fact that name servers of payload distribution channels mostly receive requests for TXT records, it might consider this domain as non-payload distribution domain. Second, the passive DNS replication [25] is a unique way to collect the global DNS traffic by sensors. However, it has a shortcoming that might affect our results. Malware might not use the caching resolver of a network, and alternatively send queries directly to an open resolver. In this case, the traffic would not pass through the sensors that collect DNS traffic, and would not be captured. However, this is likely to remain a limitation in all solutions that are based on passive DNS datasets.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we shed some light on the abuse of the DNS protocol by malware for distributing attack payloads. We designed a system to detect the payload distribution channels within passive DNS traffic. Our system observes the DNS zone activities of a channel by gathering access counts of each resource record type, and determines payload distribution channels. Our experiments on near real-time passive DNS traffic show that our system can detect several resilient malicious payload distribution channels, which were active for more than 18 months. We found that most malware instances with DNS-based payload distribution are using a resilient pattern to retrieve their attack payloads, apparently to blend within regular network traffic. Moreover, our system is able to detect payload distribution channels regardless of their syntax format.
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